Japanese bonds rise despite BOJ disappointment

Japanese sovereign bonds managed to deliver positive returns today, while almost every other asset class suffered from the Bank of Japan’s decision to reject further loosening of monetary policy.

- Japanese government bonds tightened by 3 bps today but corporate bonds saw risk surge
- Corporate bond CDS spreads jumped by over 4% after today’s disappointment
- Japanese government bonds have seen their volatility rise to all-time highs in last 90 days

Corporate bonds were less fortunate given that the Markit iTraxx Japan index, which tracks the cost of insuring Japanese bonds against default, jumped by over 4% in the day. Investors had been anticipating the possibility of more corporate bond purchases as a possible BOJ policy step which had sent Japanese CDS spreads to six month lows in the last week. The sharp rise in credit risk, as seen by the rising cost required to insure Japanese corporate bonds against default, reflects the new reality in the wake of today’s inaction.

The companies seeing the largest surge in CDS spreads are those with relatively large overseas exposure and stand to suffer from the Yen’s recent surge, which accelerated after today’s announcement. Heavy manufacturer Kawasaki Heavy Industries saw the largest CDS spread surge of the iTraxx Japan constituents as it registered a 10% jump to 60bps. Komatsu and Kobe Steel, both of whom derive a material portion of their
revenues from overseas round out the top three CDS spreads surges.

Volatility surges

The recent yield collapse seen in Japanese government bonds has taken the asset class into unchartered volatile territory as the 90 trailing standard deviation of the Markit iBoxx Sovereign Japan local currency index total returns has jumped to all-time high levels since the BOJ decided to embark on its negative interest rate policy. That volatility measure now stands at 0.35% the highest since the index’s genesis in 2001.

This surge in volatility is driven by duration risk which has surged as Japanese government bond yields hit their recent all-time lows. Duration in the Japanese sovereign bond index now stands at 9.5, nearly twice the levels seen when the index launched in 2001.

Duration risk looks set to play a key role in Japanese bonds going forward as the iBoxx Sovereign Japan local currency index experienced five of its ten most volatile days on record swings in the last three months. Minute rate swings have outsized influence on bond prices in such low yield environment and the positive returns delivered by Japanese government bonds today will no doubt see many breathe a sigh of relief given that the BOJ’s inaction disappointed investors in pretty much every other asset class.
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